
‘C
r e a t i v e  
th i n k i ng’ 
is the buzz 
phrase of the 
moment in 
the business 
world. It’s a 
way of look-

ing at problems or situations from 
a fresh perspective that suggests 
unorthodox solutions.

Companies across industry sec-
tors are beginning to realise the 
benefit and value that creative 
thinking can add to their business 
– not least the financial value. So 
the lines between creative and cor-
porate worlds become entwined.

A certain level of discomfort 
comes with genuine creative 
thinking. It is essentially an unsafe 
approach with open possibilities 
and unknown routes and by de-
fault, goes against the more logical, 
step-by-step processes often used 
in the corporate world. It is argu-
ably more high risk and much trust 
needs to be placed in the power of 
the idea and the creatives involved. 
The results, however, continue to 
prove that it is worth doing within 
all sectors.

In an article written for Ameri-
can business magazine Entrepre-
neur, US telecoms mogul Boland 
Jones wrote: “Productivity is the 
turning of the gears, the day-to-day 
execution and (hopefully) excel-
lence that keeps the lights on and 
the numbers in the black. Creativi-

ty, on the other hand, is inherently 
disruptive. It’s the burst and spark 
of a new idea so brilliant that it 
interrupts whatever you’re doing 
just so you can get it onto paper. 
At a glance, it also appears to be 
completely opposed to productiv-
ity. You can’t quantify it. You can’t 
measure it. It simply is.”

Authentic creative thinking is 
twofold and undoubtedly adds 
significant value when applied to 
business.

Internal thinking
Internal creative thinking adds val-
ue to a company from the inside out 
and is proven to add value to the 
business and increase productivity. 
It involves improving the internal 
running of things, the culture and 
ethos of the business. An enhanced 
environment can substantially in-
crease happiness and productivity 
in staff and this is an area that is 
continually evolving. By assessing 
the fundamentals of an organisa-
tion in a creative way, productivity 
increases.

External thinking
External creative thinking can in-
clude the developing of an idea 
that leads to business expansion 
and wider market reach. Tradi-
tionally, this was solely reliant on 
PR and marketing. However, the 
lines have blurred between these. 

It is no longer as prescriptive as 
step 1 – idea; step 2 – development, 
and step 3 – marketing and PR. 
Now collaboration fuels success 
and this creative approach means 
that all steps are approached si-
multaneously. Results are proven to 
be better when creative collabora-
tive teams genuinely work together 
from the offset.

The main challenge is that in 
order to maximise the potential 

results of the creative thinking 
approach, the business needs to 
genuinely be open to question and 
challenge perceptions. The imple-
mentation needs to be tailored to 
suit the company.

Real or render
So how do we bridge the gap be-
tween the creative idea and trusting 

it enough to take substantial risk?
In the world of design, we focus 

on creating exciting and innovative 
spaces. In an ever more competi-
tive market place, visualisation is 
critical. When working on com-
mercial architecture or interior 
projects, it is no longer enough 
to have a loose concept or a great 
drawing package. Ideas need to be 
clearly expressed and less open to 

interpretation, so that everyone 
involved can clearly see the result 
prior to the build. From a busi-
ness perspective, this minimises 
risk substantially; there are fewer 
unknowns or issues on site during 
construction.

Thankfully, technology allows us 
to create visuals before the actual 
project is signed off on and renders 
and 3D visuals have the power to 
showcase an idea and a design 
before it exists in a physical sense.

Technology and 
reduced financial 
risk
Before the development of this 
technology, substantial cost was 
invested prior to a build in order 
to showcase and sell the finished 
product. Now space can be sold 
before the buildings or spaces 
physically exist. As a result, there 
is a lot less financial risk involved. 
More and more developers are now 
making the initial investment in 
creating accurate visualisations 
and marketing materials in ad-
vance of building anything and 
with proven positive results.  

As the technology and skills of 
visualisation continue to devel-
op rapidly, the link between the 
real world and virtual world blurs 
further. 

According to Nick Polley from 

3D Design Bureau in Dublin, he 
works with developers at early 
concept stages of projects to create 
full walk-through, virtual reality 
experiences to showcase spaces 
and buildings. The end user wants 
an experience rather than just a 
picture. They want to be able to 
feel what it is like within the space. 

“With the upturn in the market, 
everything is going back to sell-
ing off-plans,” he said. “The end 
user is now a lot more cautious 
after the downturn and wants to 
be reassured that their investment 
is safe. By immersing them in a 
high-quality virtual simulation of 
the environment, they can make 
an informed decision on purchas-
ing a new home or office space.”

Residential developers contin-
ue to push the boundaries and 
reassure customers of quality by 
providing walk-through tours 
which give context to the design, 
linking the architectural design 
to the layout, the orientation of 
the site, the light and natural sur-
roundings, etc. 

This is especially relevant with 
public architecture and design. 
The increased visual information 
with libraries and universities 
helps reassure communities and 
offers more of an insight into de-
velopments. 

Quite simply, it helps those not 
familiar with drawing details and 
design jargon to understand and 
clearly see what is planned. This 
speeds up planning processes and 
ensures a more seamless transition 
from idea generation to completed 
construction.

The takeaway 
thought
All industries need to value ideas 
at their very core, to acknowledge 
those who bring them to the ta-
ble and actively encourage such 
thinkers, to credit those who turn 
ideas into tangible concepts on pa-
per, models, among others, and 
for their ability to evolve an idea 
from the abstract to something that 
can be understood and enjoyed by 
all. The creative services industry 
relies on the validation of idea gen-
eration; a task many a designer is 
well acquainted with.

Roisin Lafferty is managing director 
and head of creative direction at 
Kingston Lafferty Design in Dublin. 
Visit kingstonlaffertydesign.com for 
more details

Creative 
thinking, 
from concept 
to creation

Roisin Lafferty By generating an 
experience rather than a traditional 
picture for property end users, 
designers are using authentic 
creative thinking and virtual reality 
to offer customers unprecedented 
insight into new designs

Moving from virtual showroom to the real deal

The property indus-
try’s drive to online 
platforms continues 
apace and so, inev-
itably draws an ev-

er-growing army of new en-
trants to the market to offer 
suites of services to meet the 
industry’s ever-changing and 
burgeoning demands. 

Two interesting newcom-
ers to the Irish market include 
Spotahome and Moove; the 
first is an online platform for 
accommodation rentals for 
mid-to-long-term stays, the 
second is a start-up ‘hybrid’ 
real estate agency based in 
Dublin. Founded in 2014 and 

led by Spanish chief execu-
tive Alejandro Artacho, Spota-
home removes the need for 
physical property viewings for 
those looking to rent accom-
modation on a mid-to-long-
term basis in the residential 
sector. 

Not dissimilar to Airbnb, 
longer term renters can use 
Spotahome’s website to rent 
houses, rooms in shared apart-
ments and student halls by 
viewing them online first via 
a high-definition, first-person 
video tour that shows details 
of the house, 360-degree 
quality photographs and floor 
plans of each property, along 

with trustworthy descriptions 
and information about the 
neighbourhood collated and 
verified by a team of Spota-
home “Home checkers”.

Effectively, Spotahome is 
a digital video library for the 
real estate sector. It operates 
in eight countries in Europe 
and in the United Arab Emir-
ates and in 16 cities across the 
EMEA region, where it has ac-
cumulated audio-visual ma-
terial for more than 40,000 
properties. 

The company recently add-
ed $16 million (about €13.5 
million) to a Series A (or first 
significant venture capital 

funding) investment round, 
which raised its accumulated 
capital to $25 million (about 
€21 million) since 2014.  

The rounds were led by Pas-
sion Capital and Seayaven-
tures and other investors who 
either joined this round or in-
vested through two previous 
rounds putting their trust in 
the disruptive business. Be-
tween them, the other inves-
tors previously contributed to 
the successes of other compa-
nies such as Just-Eat, Booking.
com, Amazon, Zendesk, Ya-
hoo!, Ticketbis, Trivago and 
Momondo.

“This round is a signifi-
cant boost that will allow us 
to continue our revolution 
of real estate,” said Artacho. 
“This sector has always had 
the scourge of being too tra-
ditional and not very inno-
vative. At Spotahome, we are 
working hard to change this. 

Our mission is to reinvent real 
estate, making it transparent, 
instant and exciting, loved at 
last.”

The company offers addi-
tional guarantees to safeguard 
landlords in case of eventual 
contract cancellation, guar-
antee against payment default 
and coverage of home dam-

ages, but also to avoid multi-
ple home visits thanks to its 
video tour system through 
high-definition videos and 
360º tours. For tenants, the 
service offers customer ser-
vice in nine different languag-
es, secured bank transactions 
through payment gateways 
and last-minute cancellation 

insurance. This surge to online 
services prompted 32-year-
old David Madden from North 
Co Dublin to establish Moove.
ie. 

“The difference between 
Moove and the other online 
estate agencies that are start-
ing to appear in Ireland is that 
Moove offers a unique hybrid 
model,” said Madden. 

“We are based in Dublin 8, 
so house hunters can come 
into the showroom and speak 
with one of our agents and still 
make huge savings on what 
they would pay a traditional 
estate agent – which is from 
1.2 to 2 per cent of the ultimate 
selling price,” he said. 

“We cater for two very dis-
tinctive types of seller: those 
who are digitally adept and 
would prefer to have control of 
the sale themselves, and those 
who prefer the comfort of a 
face-to-face agent that they 

can meet with in the office 
and call on their mobile,” he 
said. 

Moove.ie offers a five-step 
selling process including 
booking a free evaluation, get-
ting that evaluation without 
obligation, instructing Moove 
to sell your home – which 
includes photographing and 
creating 3D floor plans of the 
house, uploading the advert 
to online platforms and car-
rying out viewings during the 
day and continuing the view-
ing and sales process online 
24/7, and drawing up con-
tracts, dealing with solicitors 
and guiding vendors through 
conveyancing once an offer 
has been accepted. 

There are three main pack-
ages to choose from depend-
ing on the suite of services 
required and these are listed 
transparently online with 
three distinct fees. 
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Ardstone 3D visualisations by 3D Design Bureau

Mola architecture renders for Maples office

Greenway renders for new Iconic offices design done by 3D Design Bureau, designed by KLD

ODKM residential interior and exterior renders

The online marketplace affords new entrants such 
as Spotahome and Moove the chance to showcase 
their wares without the need for physical property 
viewings, writes Tina-Marie O’Neill

Alejandro Artacho, co-
founder, Spotahome.com

David Madden, founder, 
Moove.ie


